M2300 Wall Mount Veterinary Anesthesia Machine

The M2300 is best suited for station work such as radiology or dental suites and comes with our standard ten year warranty.

The Supera M2300 comes with these features:

• Patented safety pop off valve - it saves patient lives!
• 0-4 Lpm oxygen flowmeter with mechanical stop control
• Oxygen flush with safety restrictor and button shield
• CO2 absorber with easy change “One Seal” canister
• Easy to use non-rebreathing circuit common outlet
• Syringe holder (for inflating E/T cuffs)

Breathing circuits and bags included:

Adult Unilimb rebreathing circuit
Pediatric Unilimb rebreathing circuit
Non-rebreathing circuit
0.5, 1, 2, 3 liter heavy duty bags